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Southern hip-hop, even its 
underground scene, isn’t usu-
ally known for its linguistic tal-

ent. Yet, straight from Kentucky mud, 
CunninLynguists have been clearing 
the region’s polluted atmosphere since 
2000. Emcee extraordinaire Deacon 
the Villain, and Kno, the the first choice 
beatsmith, have released three highly 
acclaimed LPs in between their jet-set-
ting across the globe on tour and main-
taining their label QN5 Music Group. 
The duo sat down with Vapors to talk 
about their production team: A Piece 
of Strange, the new record and what to 
expect from QN5 as 2007 rolls out. 

You guys just finished up a short 
tour with PackFM. How did perfor-
mances with him compare to other 
shows you’ve done with Cee-Lo, 
People Under The Stairs, Raekown, 
etc.? 
K: Honestly it’s a little easier touring 
with people that you know. You’re pretty 
much on the same page. It’s definitely 
more fun. When we tour with big name 
artists they are kind of reclusive, you 
don’t really hang out that much. 

Your tour mate PackFM is also on 
your label, QN5 Music Group. What 
exactly is QN5?
K: Tonedeff is like the founder and CEO 
of QN5. He wants it to be self contained 
and it’s taking a long time to get to that 
point because we don’t have private mil-
lionaire investors. Ultimately, QN5 is just 
a family of like-minded artists who have 
a lot of different sounds. Tone’s music 
doesn’t necessarily sound like ours and 
PackFM’s doesn’t sound like Tones. It’s 
a family; everybody’s pretty much cool 
with each other and we just have a com-
mon goal.

D: Historically, it hasn’t been a label, 
exactly, but it’s becoming that because 
we now have distribution. It’s always 
just been a family of artists who help 
each other out from shows to features to 
production opportunities.

QN5.com has “The Five Tenets of 
‘The New Hip-Hop.’”  It seems sort 
of like a customer promise from the 
label. What is “The New Hip-Hop” 
all about?
D: It’s not trying to redo the old. You 
can’t do exactly what’s been done. As 
long as you keep on being yourself and 
true, you’re gonna accomplish some-
thing and that’s where we come from.C
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Story of a Champion

A Piece of Change
By Alex “Dweezy” Dwyer
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